
Vision

3D printing has the same age of Commodore 64, it is not a technological
innovation, but, as the Commodore 64 for ICT revolution, the FDM is a trojan
horse for a social and economic revolution.

“Three-dimensional printing makes it as
cheap to create single items as it is to
produce thousands and thus undermines
economies of scale. It may have as
profound an impact on the world as the
coming of the factory did.”

The Economist, “Print me a Stradivarius”,
Feb 10th 2011.

“…There are things we can do, right now…
A once-shuttered warehouse is now a
state of-the art lab where newworkers are
mastering the 3D printing that has the
potential to revolutionize the way we
make almost everything. There's no
reason this can't happen in other towns…
And I ask this Congress to help create a
network of 15 of these hubs and
guarantee that the next revolution in
manufacturing is made right here in
America...”

Barack	Obama,	“Speech	on	the	States	of	
the	Union”,	 2013

In	1901	“Le	Voyage	dans la	lune”	one	pellicola screen,	in	2002	“Star	Wars	Ep	2”	was	
shown	on	#80	digital	cinema	screens,	 in	2009	“Avatar”	#10.000	digital	screens.	Today	
98%	of	screens	are	digital	worldwide.

…”The	cinema	is	an	invention	 without	 any	future” Lumier Brothers,	1895 1

Web

www.q3d.it

www.politronica.eu

www.qubit3d.com

3d-token.com

Social

You	Tube

Facebook/q3d

Facebook/Politronica

Facebook/3dToken	ICO

http://www.3d-token.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTJR0DeLevrHow4enWK5fhg/videos
http://www.facebook.com/q3d.3dp/
http://www.facebook.com/politronica/
https://www.facebook.com/3dtokenico/


Vision

“In	the	same	way	the	future	of	the	manufacturing	 is	
digital	 because	the	future	of	the	manufacturing	 is	
"The	Zero	Marginal	Cost	Society:	The	internet	of	
things,	 the	collaborative	 commons,	and	the	eclipse	of	
capitalism”

(Jeremy	Rifkin)	

A growing legion of prosumers is producing and sharing information, not only
knowledge, news and entertainment, but also renewable energy, 3D printed ,
entirely bypassing the conventional capitalistmarket.
In this scenario instruments like crowdfunding and peer to peer lending as factors
of our future economic system.

THE CROWDFUNDING SYSTEM
Indicative are the crowdfunding data. The overall crowdfunding platforms are
1,250 of which 600 only in Europe and 375 in North America. The global funding
volume is 16.2 billion of dollars. Asian countries are protagonists in the
crowdfunding market with a total market volume of 3.4 billion of dollars that
exceeds the European one (3.26 B$).

In his “The Zero Marginal Cost
Society”, Rifkin argues that the
combination of 3D printers,
decentralized energy production
and the new internet of things
will reduce the marginal costs of
material production to near
zero. The material objects will
become free, as the information
became free with the diffusion
of the first internet in the
nineties of last century.
The convergence of the
communications internet with
the fledgling renewable energy
internet and automated logistics
internet in a smart, inter-
operable internet-of-things
system is giving rise to a third
industrial revolution.

§ In 2010 they collected funds
from contributors were 880M$;

§ In 2011 they collected funds
from contributors were 1.5 B$,
funding participating in 1 million
of projects;

§ In 2014 the world market of
crowdfunding grows by 167%,
collecting 16.2 B$

§ In 2015, the platform collects 34
B$, respecting the estimates
made previously
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Vision

In this new collective contribution model it's possible to support the causes of
other people or organizations in the form of equity. Contributors may receive
shares directly, or the crowdfunding service mayact as a nominated agent.

Contributors give money to a business and receive ownership of a small piece of
that business. If the business succeeds, then its value goes up, as well as the value
of a share in that business.

Our Crowdfunding platform will see participants use the 3D-Token (3DT) as a
participation token for innovative projects. Our 3D token is a "utility token" that
corresponds to a service to be provided and is used to obtain that service once it is
available. The crowdfunding platform we are developing which will list the
innovative projects that will have to use our "Network Robot Workforce" to
produce their products, will be the ideal place for 3D token holders to use the
same in exchange for a participation in the listedprojects.

The	forecasts	 see	an	exponential	 growth	 in	2025	that	will	touch	 the	value	of	93	B$.	25	B$	out	of	
34	go	to	the	lending	platforms,	 then	2.85	B$	go	to	donations,	 that	is,	the	non-profit.

Turnover	 (M$) %
Business 6.70 41%

Social	causes 3.06 19%
Shows	and	art 1.97 12%
Real	estates 1.01 6%

Music 0.70 4%
Other 2.76 17
Total 16.20 100

Distribution	 of	16.2	B$	collected	 in	2014	with	 crowdfunding
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Mission

Our mission is to share our scientific knowledge, technological developments,
procedures, good practices and know-how with print workshop, fablabs,
coworkings centers, shop chains like Mail Boxes Etc. and logistics centers by 2020
(from Q1 2019). 9 years of research, development and experimentation, for a
single goal: building the first Glocal blockchain managed Network of 3D Printers in
order to create the FACTORY 4.0.

A network of #1000 hubs, equipped with #3000 robots for the digital
manufacturing of bioplastics, over #5,000 human workers, at the same time
prosumers and machine operators.
In the past the farmers had some beehives, not many, only a few units; they
produced honey for themselves, and who who sold it, sold it to the common
market, he did not take long time to follow the hives, because they were few, the
peasants had enough time betweenone job and another.

"74,000	years	ago:	Toba	super	eruption	south	of	Sumatra...2,800	km3 of	volcanic	ash	extinguish	
the	whole	human	population	 by	killing	1	Million	hominids...Our	genetic	heritage	comes	from	that	
of	those	1,000	survivors	 of	the	Toba	catastrophe.	They	survived	thanks	to	the	cooperative	 gene	
that	led	them	to	share,	travel,	 build,	 communicate...”
(Prof.	Stanley	H.	Ambrose)
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In	the	last	 2	years	we	have	experimented	 with	 this	 model	in	3D	printing:	 we	have	provided	
machines,	assistance	 and	training	to	digital	 artisans’	workshops.	

We	have	supported	 them	on	their	market,	asking	in	return,	for	our	machines,	 to	work	for	us	
part-time	 and	offering	for	this	also	a	minimum	 reimbursement	 of	expenses.



Mission

We print nearly 1000 Kg of bioplastics, achieving a working capacity of 700,000
printing hours per year, equivalent to 35,000 kg of workable bioplastics.

We are the first network in northern Italy, now, in the next 18 months we want to
become the European largest FACTORY 4.0 ever built.

We want to multiply our capacity from #35 printing centers to #1000, able to have
a production capacity of 30,000 Kg per month and 21,000,000 of printing hours
per year, able to absorb about the 0.035% of the overall European plastic
manufacturing turnover (300 billion of euros), hence to become the first Glocal
Network that produces a local source, just-in-time "unique and repeatable" 3D
plastic objects. We want to be among the "creative disruptors" that in the next 10
years will start the digitalizationof the bioplasticmanufacturing market.
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Strategy

If our mission is to share technology with our printing centers, our strategy is to
share the plant with the market.
We sell our Network Robot's Workforce.
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"The finance revolution initiated by cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and
Ethereum is similar to the one brought by the internet in the
information industry and to the one 3D manufacturing is bringing to
the production world…
...make money by coming together in blockchains and then
collaborating to help manage these services. And the blockchains
allow to determine what value each of the contributors to that
blockchain makes.
It means that while each transaction is a small of prof it, it's the volume of the traffic that allows
you to share it. And there's so much volume of traffic. Sort of like a bank: Every time there's a stock
transfer there's just a teeny little commission; and that's giving rise to the sharing economy. This is
a really new entity. ...
What's happening here is capitalism's given birth to this sharing economy, basically, and it was not
expected. But what needs to be understood is that sharing economy is the first new economic
system that's entered onto the world stage since capitalism and socialism.
So it's a remarkable historical event... “

(16 lug 2017 - Jeremy Rifkin talks about the future )

This may seem obvious and natural, in
fact it is normal for a factory to sell its
work, but normally this takes the form of
a product, like a car, a computer, a
software, a service ... a product!
We could sell a 3D printers, robots,
design objects, electronic boxes, bricks
for modular living units, prosthetics,

jewelry, replicas and gadgets for museums,materials for restoration, automotive
components, special packaging, event set-ups, mockups, visual merchandising
equipment, toys, furnitures... all are product!
We can produce all of this things, however we do not sell anything of these, we
make this ability to produce available to the market.
After sharing the technology with our operational centers, now we want to share
our Network Robots’ Workforce with those who need it to realize their ideas.
Wewant to create a marketplace in which "money" is the workforce:

Network	Robots’	Workforce to	realize	their	projects,	
Network	Robots’	Workforce to	carry	out	other	projects
Network	Robots’	Workforce to	share,	to	carry	out	bigger	projects
Network	Robots’	Workforce but	also	Token	to	be	exchanged



Strategy

The	first	virtual	"coin"	that	has	its	value	in	the	Network	Robots’	Workforce
a	"coin"	with	you	can	exchange	for	digital	models,	to	contribute	 to	startups,	to	
support	 innovative	projects.

An	online	platform	in	which:
you	can	access	and	check	in	the	Glocal decentralized	Digital	Factory	4.0.	
4pointzero.net,	based	on	blockchain

participate	in	the	Crowdfunding	platform	related	to	the	3D	manufacturing	world.	
3D-crowd.com based	on	blockchain

operate	within	the	Marketplace	of	the	‘Network	Robots	Workforce’	and	peer-to-
peer	3DT	exchange.	
3Dwix.com based	on	blockchain.

and	therefore	to	be	a	fundamental	part	of	‘The	Glocal Just-in- time	3D	Digital	
Manufacturing	Network’.	
‘The	Glocal Just-in- time	3D	Digital	Manufacturing	Network’.
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http://4pointzero.net
http://3d-crowd.com
http://3dwix.com

